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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this guide is to introduce evidence sharing and the Cúram
Evidence Broker™ and to provide an overview of using the Cúram Evid-
ence Broker to share evidence.

1.2 Audience

This guide is intended for any reader interested in understanding the busi-
ness concepts of evidence sharing and the Cúram Evidence Broker.

1.3 Prerequisites

The Cúram Temporal Evidence Guide is a reading prerequisite as
the Cúram Evidence Broker integrates with Cúram Temporal Evidence.

1.4 Chapters in this Guide

The following list describes the chapters and appendix within this guide:

Introducing Evidence Sharing and the Evidence Broker
This chapter introduces the concepts of evidence sharing and provides
an overview of the functionality handled by the Cúram Evidence
Broker.

Configuring the Evidence Broker
This chapter describes the administration components which must be
configured to support evidence sharing. This includes the setting up of
evidence sharing for cases and evidence types; configuring the relation-
ship between the source and target evidence and case types must also be
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configured.

Using the Evidence Broker
This chapter describes the best practices for using the Cúram Evidence
Broker to share evidence.

Evidence Sharing Business Scenarios
This appendix provides three simple business scenarios to demonstrate
evidence sharing: one demonstrating the manual acceptance of identical
evidence, the second demonstrating the automatic acceptance of identic-
al evidence, and the third demonstrating non-identical evidence sharing.

Cúram Evidence Broker Guide
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Chapter 2

Introducing Evidence Sharing and the Evidence
Broker

2.1 What Is Evidence Sharing?

Technology has revolutionized the way information is accessed and shared.
Most businesses have changed the way they operate to benefit from inform-
ation sharing and consumers have come to expect business to operate in a
more efficient fashion now that information is readily available. For ex-
ample, when consumers re-purchase, they expect their existing information
to be available for re-use; when mortgage lenders investigate clients, they
can access a credit history across other financial institutions.

In principle, evidence sharing is the ability for SEM agencies to share evid-
ence about their clients with other agencies and across systems. Historically,
SEM agencies have tended to deliver single programs and thus have oper-
ated in isolation of other agencies delivering different programs. Clients
would have to provide the same evidence about themselves and their family
members multiple times. Any evidence changes, such as a change in ad-
dress, would need to be communicated by the client to the various agencies
working with the client. The principle of evidence sharing is widely accep-
ted by SEM agencies. SEM agencies understand that clients do not want to
have to fill out the same information repeatedly for different programs and
that all associated agencies should be informed when client information
changes.

Most SEM agencies recognize the complexities involved in implementing
any level of evidence sharing. There are some SEM agencies who want to
collect information once and make sure it is reflected across all programs
and agencies automatically. Other SEM agencies are not ready to accept
sharing at that level. These agencies may want to be made aware of changes
to evidence on other programs and agencies, but still be able to decide
whether or not to take on the new evidence. There is also the complexity of
finding common ground in the evidence captured across agencies and pro-
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grams. Though agencies are likely to capture similar information, they may
not capture that information in identical formats. Any solution which sup-
ports evidence sharing has to take into account the different needs and con-
cerns of SEM agencies.

2.2 What Is the Evidence Broker?

The Cúram Evidence Broker provides a flexible approach to evidence shar-
ing. SEM agencies can configure how they share evidence with other agen-
cies in one way, and configure how they receive broadcasted evidence from
other agencies in a completely different way. SEM agencies can define the
rules of evidence sharing per evidence type and per case type. The main fea-
tures of the Cúram Evidence Broker are as follows:

• The evidence broker recognizes the difference between sharing identical
and non-identical evidence. For identical evidence, the same evidence
type is shared between a source and target case. For non-identical evid-
ence, the source evidence type is different from the target evidence type.

• Evidence sharing is fully configurable with separate configuration pro-
cesses for identical and non-identical evidence.

• Once configured for sharing, identical evidence is broadcast to cases,
where it can be automatically or manually accepted. Identical evidence
can also be rejected.

• Evidence from different sources can be compared to existing evidence
so that a caseworker can make an informed decision as to whether or not
to accept it.

• The evidence broker recognizes that evidence can be shared at various
stages in its lifecycle (i.e. new, updated and removed evidence) and like-
wise can be merged in with evidence at various stages in its lifecycle,
and therefore provides the necessary business validations to cater for
this and to preserve the integrity of the evidence workflow on both
source and target cases.

• The evidence broker allows the user to process incoming evidence one
by one, e.g. if the user needs to compare against existing evidence on the
case, but also allows a user to process incoming evidence in bulk mode;
accepting or rejecting all incoming evidence.

2.3 How Does the Evidence Broker Work?

The evidence broker's main function is to mediate the sharing of evidence
across cases. It acts as both a receiver and a broadcaster of evidence. Source
evidence on a source case is configured to share with target evidence on a
target case. Once source evidence is activated, it is broadcast to the target
case. One of the configuration options in Evidence Broker is to specify

Cúram Evidence Broker Guide
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whether evidence is automatically accepted onto the target case or manually
worked on by a user. Broadcasted evidence configured for manual follow-
up is available on the target case as incoming evidence, which the user must
action appropriately. A user can compare the incoming evidence to existing
evidence on the target case and make informed decisions on whether to ac-
cept or reject the incoming evidence. Alternatively, the evidence broker can
be configured to automatically accept broadcasted evidence, which removes
the need for the caseworker to make these decisions.

2.3.1 Broadcasting Evidence from Source to Target

The evidence broker is configured to broadcast new, updated, and removed
evidence from source evidence types on source cases to target evidence
types on target cases. For example, income evidence from one product de-
livery case type can be shared with income evidence in another product de-
livery case type. Evidence sharing is uni-directional and per evidence type.
This means that different case types can be configured to receive and share
each evidence type in different ways. If required, one case type might be
able to receive shared evidence, but not be able to share its own evidence.

There are two categories of evidence sharing, identical evidence sharing and
non-identical evidence sharing, each of which is configured separately.
Evidence is identical when the source and target have the same categories of
information and are effectively the same evidence. An example of identical
evidence is pregnancy evidence; the same information is likely to be recor-
ded for pregnant women across different case types. For non-identical evid-
ence, the source and target evidence will be two different evidence types
with some common categories of information. Income evidence types are
good examples of non-identical evidence, such as trust income. While two
case types will share the name of the trustee and the trust amount, there may
be additional aspects of trust income maintained for a specific case type, but
not for other case types. When the evidence broker broadcasts evidence
available for sharing, it separates identical evidence from non-identical
evidence. Identical evidence can be fully shared whereas non-identical evid-
ence cannot.

Each broadcasted evidence record has an associated event which reflects the
latest action performed on the source evidence resulting in the evidence be-
ing broadcast. The evidence broker reflects the event so that caseworkers
can see the sequence of evidence updates applied to the same piece of evid-
ence. By examining the sequence of events on the broadcasted evidence,
case workers can decide the order in which to process it. For example, a
new evidence record which has been subsequently removed on the source
case may not be relevant to the target case. The caseworker can therefore
decide not to accept the broadcasted new evidence record since it has sub-
sequently been removed.

There are three main business functions which will trigger the evidence
broker to broadcast evidence, each one described below:

Cúram Evidence Broker Guide
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• Any time a new person is added to a target case, the evidence broker
will first check to see if that person is a member on any source cases.
The evidence broker then checks for active evidence on the source case
which concerns the new person and which is set up to be shared with the
target case. This evidence is then broadcasted to the target case.

• Any time evidence changes are made to the source case and the evid-
ence changes are for the same person who exists on both the source and
target cases, the evidence broker will broadcast those changes to the tar-
get cases.

• Any time a new target case is created, the evidence broker will search
for potential evidence to be shared from source cases. If found, the evid-
ence broker will broadcast it.

2.3.2 Comparing Evidence

A user is informed that there is new incoming evidence by means of an in-
formational on the evidence dashboard and also by a new task in their in-
box. Once notified the user should open the incoming evidence list page
which separates identical evidence from non-identical evidence. The user
must work through this list in order to determine the appropriate action; re-
view all the incoming evidence and compare it to existing evidence on the
case as necessary

The comparison process works slightly differently depending on whether
the evidence is identical or non-identical. For identical evidence, the evid-
ence broker displays all previous evidence records of the same type for the
same client. Like-for-like evidence is displayed in the same row so that the
caseworker is better able to make a decision on whether or not to accept the
incoming evidence.

For non-identical evidence records, the evidence broker displays evidence
records which are of different types but are likely to affect current evidence
of a particular type for a particular client. For example, income evidence
from a source case would include employment details as would employment
evidence for the target case. Both records are displayed on the comparison
in order for the caseworker to determine how the source evidence affects the
target evidence for the client.

2.3.3 Automatically Accepting Shared Evidence

The evidence broker can be configured to automatically accept identical
evidence from each source evidence type and source case onto each target
evidence type and target case. This saves the caseworker from having to
manually synchronize incoming evidence.

When a new evidence record is shared (and automatically accepted), it is ad-
ded to the list of in edit evidence; when an evidence update is shared (and
automatically accepted), it is also added to the list of in edit evidence and
the connection with the original record which has been changed is automat-
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ically maintained by the system. The caseworker can then choose whether
or not to activate the new evidence or evidence updates.

Shared evidence removals can also be automatically accepted. This results
in either the pending removal indicator being set on an active evidence re-
cord or the discarding of an in edit evidence record.

As mentioned above, shared evidence that is automatically accepted does
not require evidence synchronization. A task is assigned to the caseworker
each time shared evidence is automatically accepted. The caseworker will
still need to manually activate the shared evidence. This allows the case-
worker to check that the shared evidence is correct, make any necessary
changes, and run validations against the evidence before it is activated.

2.3.4 Manually Resolving Incoming Evidence

When automatically accepting evidence is not in use, either not configured
for identical evidence or not applicable for non-identical evidence, then the
user must review the incoming evidence list and decide how to action the
evidence. Identical evidence can be accepted or rejected; either one at a time
or in bulk mode. Non-identical evidence must be captured manually on the
target case based on the incoming details (see Section 4.3.4, Dismissing
Non-Identical Evidence), thereafter the user can dismiss the non-identical
evidence from the incoming evidence list.

Rejecting evidence is a straightforward process. Once rejected, the broad-
casted evidence is removed from the incoming evidence list. Accepting
broadcasted evidence requires an understanding of evidence statuses and the
logical order in which evidence updates should be processed. A set of rules
will stop the caseworker from accepting evidence outside of this logical or-
der. The following list summarizes the main logic to adhere to:

• When there is already a pending update on a target case, the evidence
broker checks to see if the new update is related to the pending update
and has the same effective date. If so, the incoming update cannot be ac-
cepted.

• When there is already a pending removal on the target case, the evidence
broker checks to see if the new update is related to the pending removal
and has the same effective date. If so, the incoming update cannot be ac-
cepted.

• An evidence removal cannot be accepted unless an active evidence re-
cord or in edit evidence record with the same effective date exists on the
target case.

• An evidence removal cannot be accepted when there are active evidence
records dependent on the active parent evidence record.

More information is provided on the evidence broker logic in Table 4.1,
Possible Evidence Sharing Scenarios based on Evidence Statuses and Ta-
ble 4.2, Additional Validations Applied when Accepting Multiple Incoming

Cúram Evidence Broker Guide
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Evidence Records.
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Chapter 3

Configuring the Evidence Broker

3.1 Introduction

The configuration options for sharing evidence are available in the adminis-
tration component. As part of setting up evidence sharing for cases, each
case evidence type can be enabled to share its evidence. Once evidence
sharing is configured at the case level, the relationship between the source
and target evidence and case types must also be configured.

3.2 Enabling Evidence Broker Functionality

To use evidence sharing for product deliveries and integrated cases, the
Evidence Broker functionality must first be enabled in the administration
component. To enable Evidence Broker functionality, the property
"curam.miscapp.evidenceBrokerEnabled" in Application - Miscellaneous
Settings should be set to "YES" in the administration component. This will
allow evidence sharing to take place between appropriately configured
product deliveries and integrated cases.

3.3 Setting Up Evidence Sharing for Product Deliver-
ies and Integrated Cases

Setting up evidence sharing for product deliveries and integrated cases is
simple, and only requires the caseworker to enable or disable each evidence
type for sharing on each case type. This means that SEM agencies can
choose only those evidence types within cases that should be shared. For ex-
ample, the income support integrated case type may have several evidence
types and only a few of these evidence types may be enabled for sharing.

The evidence broker will only broadcast evidence changes for evidence
types that have been enabled for sharing. If necessary, this configuration op-
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tion can also be disabled. It is important to note that if this option is dis-
abled, evidence that has already been broadcast to target cases will still ap-
ply. No subsequent broadcasts of this evidence type will occur, however.

3.4 Configuring Evidence Sharing between Case
Types

Evidence broker allows evidence changes from external systems to be pro-
cessed. The evidence broker configuration includes an indication that the
target case is hosted on an external system and holds an external reference
to the external system.

Additionally, there are two processes for configuring evidence sharing
between case types: one for identical evidence and one for non-identical
evidence. For both processes, it is necessary to select a source case and tar-
get case. The evidence broker will broadcast shared evidence from the
source case to the target case.

The two processes differ in how the source and target evidence types are
configured. For identical evidence, it is only necessary to select the evidence
types that will be shared between the source and target cases. This is be-
cause the evidence types are identical. For non-identical evidence, it is ne-
cessary to select both the source evidence type and the target evidence type
because the evidence types are different and the source evidence type may
affect the target evidence type.

Evidence broker allows for the sharing definition to be tightly or loosely
defined. Where tightly defined, the configuration specifies the exact case on
both source and target. Where loosely defined, the wildcard ('*') feature can
be used. This supports sharing specifications such as; share the specified
evidence type with any product delivery containing this evidence type, share
the specified evidence type with any integrated case containing this evid-
ence type. Therefore this is a more open specification as the exact case type
does not need to be specified.

For identical evidence, there is also a configuration option to automatically
accept shared evidence. When this configuration option is enabled, the tar-
get case will automatically receive the shared evidence. New and updated
evidence records will appear in the in edit workspace of the case. A pending
removal will be set on all shared evidence removals unless the target evid-
ence is 'in edit', in which case the 'in edit' evidence will be discarded. When
this configuration is disabled, caseworkers will need to manually resolve the
incoming evidence.

Cúram Evidence Broker Guide
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Chapter 4

Using the Evidence Broker

4.1 Introduction

Once the configuration options for sharing evidence are set, the evidence
broker can be used by case workers to manage evidence. This chapter
provides an overview of using the evidence broker.

4.2 Using the In Edit Workspace to Manage Evidence

Each product delivery and integrated case has its own 'in edit' workspace
from which caseworkers can manage evidence updates. By default, this
workspace displays all evidence on the case with an in edit status. It also
displays any evidence pending removal.

If identical evidence is accepted, the evidence is updated onto the In Edit
evidence list and thereafter the caseworker must manage the evidence as per
any evidence that is in edit on the case. Likewise in resolving non-identical
evidence the caseworker may capture evidence on the target case based on
the incoming details; again this is maintained as per any new evidence on
the case. For more information on how to manage evidence, see the Cúram
Temporal Evidence Guide.

4.3 Processing Shared Evidence

When evidence is available for sharing, the incoming evidence list on the
evidence tab is populated. This lists all evidence available for sharing for all
evidence types on the target case. Identical evidence from source cases ap-
pear in a list separate from non-identical evidence. Caseworkers can choose
to compare each evidence record from source cases individually. Options
are provided to accept or reject identical evidence or dismiss non-identical
evidence.
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4.3.1 Notifying Caseworkers of Evidence Available for Sharing

Typically caseworkers will receive tasks indicating that there is evidence
available for sharing. From these tasks, caseworkers can navigate to the In-
coming Evidence list where they can review all the incoming evidence and
take appropriate actions. The evidence broker automatically closes off these
tasks when identical, broadcasted evidence is accepted or rejected and non-
identical, broadcasted evidence has been dismissed.

4.3.2 Comparing Source Evidence to Target Evidence

To help caseworkers make decisions regarding broadcasted evidence, the
evidence broker provides an option to compare the evidence being shared to
existing evidence on the target case. In all evidence comparisons, a single
evidence record from the source case is compared to one or more existing
evidence records on the target case. The evidence broker will display all ex-
isting target evidence records on the target case which are active, in edit, or
pending removal and which are assigned to the same participant as the
source evidence and originated from the source case.

The comparison process is slightly different for identical and non-identical
evidence. For identical evidence, the evidence broker displays a table of val-
ues for both the source and target evidence allowing the casework to com-
pare like-for-like values. For non-identical evidence, the evidence broker
displays the source evidence in a top panel and the target evidence in the
bottom panel. The complexity of the evidence comparison increases with
the number of target evidence records being compared to the source evid-
ence record.

To make a decision on how to handle identical evidence, caseworkers can
compare the effective date and status of the source evidence record to the ef-
fective date and status of the target evidence record(s). If the effective date
for the source evidence record is different from the target evidence record,
then the source evidence record can be active at the same time as the target
evidence record since the two evidence records are effective during different
time periods.

If the effective date is the same for the source and target evidence records,
the evidence broker uses the status of the source and target evidence records
to determine how the identical evidence is shared. Note that the evidence
broker will highlight any records that are likely to be superseded if the case-
worker accepts and activates the shared evidence. It will also highlight re-
cords that will be discarded or removed as a result of accepting and activat-
ing the broadcast. It is important that the caseworker understands how the
evidence broker processes evidence based on the status of the incoming
evidence.

The following table describes how the evidence broker will process evid-
ence based on a set of possible sharing scenarios for identical evidence
where the incoming evidence is related to the evidence on the case and has

Cúram Evidence Broker Guide
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the same effective date:

Important

The evidence broker has been designed to ensure that no conflicting
evidence records can be activated on the evidence workspace. For
example, the evidence broker does not allow two evidence records
of the same type and relating to the same participant to be in edit at
the same time. This is to avoid confusion between the in edit evid-
ence records. It has also been designed to give caseworkers suffi-
cient information to resolve conflicts on the evidence workspace be-
fore accepting incoming evidence.

Source Evidence Re-
cord Status

Target Evidence Re-
cord Status

Evidence Sharing
Outcome

New No existing evidence The evidence broker
shares the source evid-
ence record on the target
case. The new evidence
record will have a status
of in edit on the target
evidence workspace.

New In Edit The new evidence re-
cord is not shared as
there cannot be two in
edit evidence records on
the target evidence
workspace for the same
participant. The new
evidence record can be
accepted once the con-
flict is resolved.

New Active with pending re-
moval

The new evidence re-
cord is not shared since
the active evidence is
pending removal.

Updated Active The evidence broker
shares the updated evid-
ence record on the target
case. The updated evid-
ence record will have a
status of in edit on the
target evidence work-
space. The evidence
broker will also high-
light that if activated,
the shared record will
supersede the active re-

Cúram Evidence Broker Guide
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Source Evidence Re-
cord Status

Target Evidence Re-
cord Status

Evidence Sharing
Outcome

cord.

Updated In Edit The updated evidence
record is not shared as
there cannot be two in
edit evidence records on
the target evidence
workspace for the same
participant. The updated
evidence record can be
accepted once the con-
flict is resolved.

Updated Active with pending re-
moval

The updated evidence
record is not shared
since the active evid-
ence is pending remov-
al. The updated evid-
ence record can be ac-
cepted once the conflict
is resolved.

Removal Active The target case will ac-
cept the removal; the
active evidence record
will have a pending re-
moval status. The evid-
ence broker will also
highlight that if activ-
ated, the shared record
will remove the active
record.

Removal In Edit The target case will ac-
cept the removal and the
in edit evidence record
will be discarded.

Removal Active with pending re-
moval

The removal is not ac-
cepted as the active
evidence record is
already pending remov-
al.

Removal of parent Active with dependent
records

The removal cannot be
accepted until the de-
pendent evidence re-
cords are resolved.

Table 4.1 Possible Evidence Sharing Scenarios based on Evidence

Cúram Evidence Broker Guide
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Statuses

4.3.3 Accepting or Rejecting Identical Evidence

The incoming evidence list displays the complete list of identical evidence
available for sharing on the target case. From this list, caseworkers can
choose to accept or reject any or all of the incoming evidence. While all in-
coming evidence can be rejected, the validations for accepting incoming
evidence must take into account all evidence records for the same target
evidence and ensure that there are no conflicts introduced with accepting the
incoming evidence. In addition to the basic validations described in Ta-
ble 4.1, Possible Evidence Sharing Scenarios based on Evidence Statuses,
there are additional validations which come into play when accepting mul-
tiple incoming evidence records with conflicts. The following table de-
scribes these additional validations:

Note

Caseworkers may find it easier to accept one incoming evidence re-
cord at a time, particularly when there are many related records
leading to an increased risk of conflicts.

Source Evidence Record
Statuses

Evidence Sharing Outcome

New incoming evidence record, re-
lated incoming evidence update

As the updated evidence is related to
the new evidence, the caseworker
must accept these records one at a
time.

New incoming evidence record, re-
lated incoming evidence removal

In this scenario, the caseworker can
accept either of these on its own or
both; however, by accepting both,
the evidence broker will discard the
new, incoming evidence record due
to the acceptance of the related re-
moval.

Multiple, related incoming evidence
updates

As the updates are related to each
other, the caseworker must accept
these updates one at a time. Evidence
comparison can help the caseworker
determine which evidence update is
more suitable (if either) for accept-
ance on the target case.

Incoming evidence update, related
incoming evidence removal

In this scenario, the caseworker can
accept either of these on its own or
both; however, by accepting both,
the evidence broker will discard the
updated incoming evidence record
due to the acceptance of the related

Cúram Evidence Broker Guide
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Source Evidence Record
Statuses

Evidence Sharing Outcome

removal.

New incoming evidence record, re-
lated incoming evidence update, re-
lated incoming evidence removal

Either the new or the updated evid-
ence can be accepted but not both.
The removal can be accepted along
with the acceptance of either of
these.

Table 4.2 Additional Validations Applied when Accepting Multiple
Incoming Evidence Records

4.3.4 Dismissing Non-Identical Evidence

In addition to displaying the complete list of identical evidence available for
sharing on the target case, the incoming evidence list also displays the list of
non-identical evidence. Non-identical evidence must be manually dismissed
(there is no functionality to automatically accept non-identical evidence
changes). The evidence broker provides the ability to compare the non-
identical evidence with the related evidence for the same client on the target
case and to mark the non-identical evidence as dismissed.

4.4 Viewing Evidence Change History

The evidence change history provides a complete view of the changes made
to a single piece of evidence. (A link is provided on the View Evidence
page, Updated By field.) This history includes evidence changes made in the
evidence workspace and shared evidence changes handled by the evidence
broker. The following table describes each possible evidence change:

Evidence Change Description
Input This is when evidence is first cre-

ated.

Updated This is when an active evidence re-
cord has been updated and those up-
dates have been accepted.

Pending Removal Set This is when an active evidence re-
cord has a pending removal set.

Pending Removal Discarded This is when a pending removal is
discarded.

Superseded This is when an active evidence re-
cord has been updated and the up-
dates have been activated, thus su-
perseding the existing, active evid-
ence record.

Cúram Evidence Broker Guide
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Evidence Change Description
Cancelled This is when new evidence with an

in edit status is canceled (before the
evidence is activated).

Activated This is when an in edit evidence re-
cord is activated.

Submitted This is when evidence is submitted
for approval before activation.

Approved This is when evidence is approved
for activation.

Rejected This is when evidence is rejected and
thus cannot be activated.

Pending Update Set This is when an active evidence re-
cord is being updated and thus the
pending update is set.

Pending Update Discarded This is when an active evidence re-
cord was being updated but the evid-
ence updates were cancelled, thus
discarding the pending update on the
active evidence record.

Evidence Transfer This is when evidence is transferred
from one case to another case.

Shared Evidence Added This is when new evidence is avail-
able for sharing.

Shared Evidence Updated This is when evidence updates are
available for sharing.

Shared Evidence Accepted This is when shared evidence has
been accepted on the target case. The
acceptance indicator is set on the
source evidence.

Table 4.3 Summary of Evidence Changes

Cúram Evidence Broker Guide
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Appendix A

Evidence Sharing Business Scenarios

A.1 Introduction

This appendix provides simple business scenarios to demonstrate the manu-
al acceptance of identical evidence, the automatic acceptance of identical
evidence, and non-identical evidence sharing.

A.2 Manual Acceptance of Identical Evidence

John Patterson is the primary client on a Cúram Global Income Support -
Screening™ (CGISS) integrated case and a member of a Cúram Child Ser-
vices™ (CCS) case. John informs his CGISS assigned caseworker of new
Living Expense evidence. The caseworker adds this evidence and activates
it.

Living Expense evidence also applies to eligibility determination for CCS.
The system is configured administratively to share this evidence type from
CGISS to CCS, but not automatically. When the caseworker applies the Liv-
ing Expense evidence on the CGISS case, the system determines that this is
a shared evidence type and that the participant John Patterson exists on both
cases.

The evidence broker updates the incoming evidence list to display the new
available shared evidence. The caseworker in charge of the CCS case is no-
tified of the shared evidence and examines the evidence. Once satisfied that
they agree with the change, the caseworker accepts the broadcast change.
This evidence is now In Edit on the CCS case and may be activated as nor-
mal.

A.3 Automatic Acceptance of Identical Evidence

Mary Smith is the primary client on a CGISS integrated case and a member
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of a CCS case. Mary informs her CGISS assigned caseworker of changes to
her Liquid Resource evidence. The caseworker updates this evidence and
activates it. Liquid Resource evidence also applies to eligibility determina-
tion for CCS. The system is configured administratively to share this evid-
ence type from CGISS to CCS, and to automatically accept any evidence
change.

When the caseworker applies the Liquid Resource evidence on the CGISS
case, the system determines that this is a shared evidence type and that the
participant Mary Smith exists on both cases. The system updates the Liquid
Resource record on the CCS case and places it 'in edit. The caseworker in
charge of the CCS case is notified of the automatically accepted shared
evidence change and can activate it as normal.

A.4 Non-Identical Evidence Sharing

Joe Williams is the primary client on a CGISS integrated case and his son
Michael is a member of the case. Joe informs his CGISS assigned casework-
er that his son Michael has been immunized and the caseworker updates the
child's Medical evidence to reflect this. Joe and his son are also members of
a CCS case.

Immunization evidence also applies to eligibility determination for CCS but
in a different format, as CCS evidence records full details of child immuniz-
ation dates and times. The system is configured administratively to share
non-identical evidence types of Medical evidence and Child Immunization
evidence from CGISS to CCS.

When the caseworker applies the Medical evidence on the CGISS case, the
system determines that this is a shared evidence type and that the participant
Michael Williams exists on both cases. The caseworker in charge of the
CCS case is notified of the shared non-identical evidence change, and can
navigate to details of the change in order to decide on what action to take.
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Notices
This information was developed for products and services offered in
the U.S.A. IBM may not offer the products, services, or features dis-
cussed in this document in other countries. Consult your local IBM
representative for information on the products and services currently
available in your area. Any reference to an IBM product, program,
or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equival-
ent product, program, or service that does not infringe any IBM in-
tellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the
user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-
IBM product, program, or service. IBM may have patents or pending
patent applications covering subject matter described in this docu-
ment. The furnishing of this document does not grant you any li-
cense to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing

IBM Corporation

North Castle Drive

Armonk, NY 10504-1785

U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or
send inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing

Legal and Intellectual Property Law.

IBM Japan Ltd.

1623-14, Shimotsuruma, Yamato-shi

Kanagawa 242-8502 Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or
any other country where such provisions are inconsistent with local
law: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORA-
TION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WAR-
RANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do
not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in certain
transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typograph-
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ical errors. Changes are periodically made to the information herein;
these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publica-
tion. IBM may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s)
and/or the program(s) described in this publication at any time
without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are
provided for convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an
endorsement of those Web sites. The materials at those Web sites are
not part of the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web
sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any
way it believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for
the purpose of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between in-
dependently created programs and other programs (including this
one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has been ex-
changed, should contact:

IBM Corporation

Dept F6, Bldg 1

294 Route 100

Somers NY 10589-3216

U.S.A.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and
conditions, including in some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed
material available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the
IBM Customer Agreement, IBM International Program License
Agreement or any equivalent agreement between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a con-
trolled environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operat-
ing environments may vary significantly. Some measurements may
have been made on development-level systems and there is no guar-
antee that these measurements will be the same on generally avail-
able systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been es-
timated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this
document should verify the applicable data for their specific envir-
onment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the
suppliers of those products, their published announcements or other
publicly available sources.

IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy
of performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-
IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products
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should be addressed to the suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject
to change or withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and ob-
jectives only

All IBM prices shown are IBM's suggested retail prices, are current
and are subject to change without notice. Dealer prices may vary.

This information is for planning purposes only. The information
herein is subject to change before the products described become
available.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily
business operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the
examples include the names of individuals, companies, brands, and
products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the
names and addresses used by an actual business enterprise is entirely
coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source
language, which illustrate programming techniques on various oper-
ating platforms. You may copy, modify, and distribute these sample
programs in any form without payment to IBM, for the purposes of
developing, using, marketing or distributing application programs
conforming to the application programming interface for the operat-
ing platform for which the sample programs are written. These ex-
amples have not been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM,
therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or
function of these programs. The sample programs are provided "AS
IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be liable for any
damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative
work, must include a copyright notice as follows:

© your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived
from IBM Corp. Sample Programs.

© Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights re-
served.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and
color illustrations may not appear.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trade-
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marks of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many
jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might be
trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM trade-
marks is available on the Web at "Copyright and trademark informa-
tion" at http://www.ibm.com/legal/us/en/copytrade.shtml.

Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. Other
company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service
marks of others.
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